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Let 1 denote a 2-homogeneous bipartite distance-regular graph with diameter
D3 and valency k3. Assume that 1 is not isomorphic to a Hamming cube. Fix
a vertex x of 1, and let T=T(x) denote the Terwilliger algebra of T with respect
to x. We give three sets of generators for T, two of which satisfy the relations of
the quantum universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra sl(2). We then describe
the simple T-modules. We give a pair of canonical bases for each simple T-module,
and we give the overlap function for these bases in terms of a basic hypergeometric
function. Finally, we give two generators for the center of T.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
We describe the Terwilliger algebras of the 2-homogeneous bipartite
distance-regular graphs. Let 1=(X, E) denote a bipartite distance-regular
graph with diameter D3 and valency k3. 1 is said to be 2-homogeneous
whenever for all integers i (1iD&1) there exists a scalar #i such that
for all x, y, z # X with (x, y)=i, (x, z)=i, and ( y, z)=2, |[w # X | (x, w)
=i&1, ( y, w)=(z, w)=1] |=#i . Assume that 1 is 2-homogeneous.
Then its intersection numbers are given in terms of a single parameter [6, 16].
It has the Q-polynomial property [6, 16]. It is extremal in several algebraic
and combinatorial properties [6, 19]. By [8], it is related to Uq(sl(2)), the
quantum universal enveloping algebra of sl(2), and by [16] it is related to
a spin model.
In this paper we do the following. Assume that 1 is 2-homogeneous but
not isomorphic to a Hamming cube. Fix a vertex x of 1, and let T=T(x)
denote the Terwilliger algebra of 1 with respect to x. We begin by presenting
three sets of generators for T, two of which satisfy the defining relations of
Uq(sl(2)). Next we describe the simple T-modules. We show that up to
isomorphism, there is a unique simple T-module with dimension D&2r+1
for all r (0rwD2x), and there are no other simple T-modules. We give
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a ‘‘dual’’ pair of canonical bases for each simple T-module, and we give the
overlap function for these bases in terms of a 4.3 basic hypergeometric
function. Finally, we present two generators of the center of T.
Although the Hamming cubes are 2-homogeneous bipartite distance-
regular graphs, we do not consider them here because Go [11] has given
a similar treatment. Our results generalize those of [11] concerning the
Hamming cubes and specialize those of Caughman [5] concerning Q-poly-
nomial bipartite distance-regular graphs. We use results of Terwilliger [17]
concerning Q-polynominal distance-regular graphs. It is hoped that the
results of this paper will help our understanding of Q-polynomial distance-
regular graphs.
2. BACKGROUND
We begin with a few facts about finite-dimensional semisimple commutative
algebras. See [9] for further details. Let S denote a s-dimensional semisimple
commutative algebra over some field. S has a basis of primitive idempotents
@1 , @2 , ..., @s : For all i (1is), @2i =@i and for all A # S there exists a scalar
:=:i (A) such that A@i=:@i . Observe that @i @j=$ij @i (1i, js) and
si=1 @i=I (the identity). Fix A # S, and write A=
s
i=1 :i @i . Then A
generates S if and only if the scalars :1 , :2 , ..., :s are distinct, in which case
@i= fi (A) (1is), where fi (*)=> j # [1, 2, ..., s]"[i] (*&:j )(:i&:j ). Also
observe that A is invertible if and only if :i {0 (1is), in which case
A&1= si=1 :
&1
i @i .
Let 1=(X, E) denote a finite, undirected, connected graph without loops
or multiple edges, and having vertex set X, edge set E, shortest-path distance-
function , and diameter D. 1 is said to be distance-regular whenever there
exist scalars phij (0h, i, jD) such that for all x, y # X with (x, y)=h,
|[z # X | (x, z)=i, ( y, z)= j]|= phij . In this case, the constants p
h
ij (0h,
i, jD) are called the intersection numbers of 1, and we write c0=0,
ci= p i1i&1 (1iD), ai= p
i
1i (0iD), b i= p
i
1i+1 (0iD&1), bD=0,
ki= p0ii (0iD), and k=k1 . By [3, p. 195], ki=bob1 } } } bi&1 (c1c2 } } } ci)
(0iD). See [3, 4] for more on distance-regular graphs. The facts which
we now recall about their primitive idempotents and BoseMesner algebras
can also be found in these references. For the rest of this section, assume
that 1 is a distance-regular graph.
Let MatX (C) denote the C-algebra of matrices with rows and columns
indexed by X. Let A # MatX (C) denote the adjacency matrix of 1: A has
(x, y)-entry equal to 1 if (x, y)=1 and 0 otherwise (x, y # X ). Let M
denote the subalgebra of MatX (C) generated by A. M is a commutative
symmetric semisimple subalgebra of MatX (C), so it has a basis E0 , E1 , ...,
ED of primitive idempotents (called the primitive idempotents of 1 ). By the
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eigenvalue of 1 associated with Ei (0iD), we mean the scalar %i such
that Ei A=%iEi . 1 is regular with valency k, so |X | &1 J is a primitive idem-
potent of 1 with associated eigenvalue k, where J # MatX (C) is the all ones
matrix. All eigenvalues are real, and k is the maximal eigenvalue of 1.
M is a BoseMesner algebra, so it is closed under entry-wise multiplica-
tion, b. Thus, for all i, j (0i, jD), there exist scalars qhij (0hD) such
that Ei b Ej=Dh=0 q
h
ijEh . The scalars q
h
ij (0h, i, jD) are real numbers.
1 is said to be Q-polynomial (with respect to a given ordering E0=|X |&1 J,
E1 , ..., ED) whenever D1 and for all integers h, i, j (0h, i, jD), qhij is
zero whenever one of h, i, j is greater than the sum of the other two, and
nonzero whenever one of h, i, j is equal to the sum of the other two. In this
case, we write c0*=0, ci*=q i1i&1 (1iD), ai*=q
i
1i (0iD), bi*=q
i
1i+1
(0iD&1), and b*D=0. For the rest of this section, assume that 1 is
Q-polynomial with respect to a fixed ordering E0=|X |&1 J, E1 , ..., ED .
Fix x # X. Let A* # MatX (C) denote the diagonal matrix with ( y, y)-entry
equal to |X|&1 E1(x, y) ( y # X). For all i (0iD), let E i* # MatX(C) denote
the diagonal matrix with ( y, y)-entry equal to 1 if (x, y)=i and 0 otherwise
( y # X). Let M* denote the subalgebra of MatX (C) generated by A*. M*
is a commutative semisimple subalgebra of MatX (C), and E 0*, E 1*, ..., E*D
are its primitive idempotents. Let %i* (0iD) denote the scalar such that
E i*A*=%i*E i*.
Let T=T(x) denote the subalgebra of MatX (C) generated by M _ M*.
T is called the Terwilliger algebra of 1 with respect to x. We shall recall
facts about Terwilliger algebras at the beginning of each section as needed.
See [17] for further details.
3. GENERATORS OF T
In this section, we study three sets of generators of the Terwilliger
algebra of a 2-homogeneous bipartite distance-regular graph. We begin
with some facts and notation.
Let 1=(X, E) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter D which is
Q-polynomial with respect to the ordering E0 , E1 , ..., ED of its primitive
idempotents. Fix x # X, and let A*=A*(x) and E i*=E i*(x) (0iD) be
as in the previous section. Let T denote the Terwilliger algebra of 1 with
respect to x. Observe that T is generated by A and A*. We refine these
generators as A=L+F+R and A*=L*+F*+R*, where
L= :
D&1
i=0
E i*AE*i+1 , F= :
D
i=0
E i*AE i* , R= :
D
i=1
E i*AE*i&1 ,
L*= :
D&1
i=0
Ei A*Ei+1 , F*= :
D
i=0
EiA*Ei , R*= :
D
i=1
E iA*Ei&1 .
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Clearly, L, F, R, L*, F*, R* have real entries. Observe that F and F* are
symmetric and that R t=L, R* t=L*. It is known that F=0 if and only if
ai=0 (0iD) and F*=0 if and only if ai*=0 (0iD). In our study
of 2-homogeneous bipartite distance-regular graphs, we shall consider
generators of T which are closely related to R, L, R*, L*.
Theorem 3.1 [6, Theorems 35 and 42]. Let 1=(X, E) denote a 2-homo-
geneous bipartite distance-regular graph with diameter D3 and valency k3.
Assume that 1 is not a Hamming cube. Let E0 , E1 , ..., ED denote the primitive
idempotents of 1 indexed such that the associated eigenvalues satisfy %0>%1
> } } } >%D .
(i) There exists a real number q  0, 1, &1 such that
ci=ei[i], bi=ei[D&i] (0iD), (1)
#i=e2e ie&1i+1 (1iD&1), (2)
%i=ei[D&2i] (0iD), (3)
where
en=
qn&1(qD+q2)
qD+q2n
, [n]=
qn&q&n
q&q&1
for all integers n. (4)
(ii) 1 is Q-polynomial with respect to the given ordering of the primitive
idempotents. Moreover, ci*=ci , ai*=a i=0, bi*=bi , and %i*=% i (0iD).
Notation 3.2. Let 1=(X, E) denote a 2-homogeneous bipartite distance-
regular graph with diameter D3 and valency k3. Assume that 1 is not a
Hamming cube. Let A denote the adjacency matrix of 1. Let E0 , E1 , ..., ED
denote the primitive idempotents of 1 indexed such that associated eigen-
values satisfy %0>%1> } } } >%D . Let q  [0, 1, &1] be a real number such
that (1)(3) hold, where en , [n] are as in (4). For all nonnegative integers n
and i with in, set [n]!=[n][n&1] } } } [1], [ni ]=[n]!([i]! [n&i]!). Fix
x # X, and define A*=A*(x) and E i*=E i*(x) (0iD) as in the previous
section. Let T denote the Terwilliger algebra of 1 with respect to x.
Lemma 3.3. With Notation 3.2,
A2A*&[2] AA*A+A*A2=q&(D+2)(qD+q2)2 A*, (5)
A*2A&[2] A*AA*+AA* 2=q&(D+2)(qD+q2)2 A. (6)
Proof. We first prove (5). Fix vertices y, z # X. Let r, s, t, u denote the
( y, z)-entries of A2A*, AA*A, A*A2, and A*, respectively. Set i=(x, y).
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First suppose (x, z)=i&2 and ( y, z)=2. Then r=c2%*i&2 , s=c2%*i&1 ,
t=c2%i* , u=0. Suppose (x, z)=i and ( y, z)=2. Then r=c2% i*, s=
%*i&1 #i+%*i+1(c2&#i), t=c2%i* , u=0. Suppose y=z. Then r=k% i*,
s=ci %*i&1+bi%*i+1 , t=k%i*, u=%i*. Finally suppose (x, z)=i+2 and
( y, z)=2. Then r=c2%*i+2 , s=c2%*i+1 , t=c2%i*, u=0. In all other cases r=
s=t=u=0. Direct computation using (1)(3) verifies that r&(q+q&1) s+t
=q&(D+2)(qD+q2)2 u in all cases, so (5) holds.
We now prove (6). Fix vertices y, z # X. Let r, s, t, u denote the ( y, z)-
entries of A*2A, A*AA*, AA* 2, A, respectively. Set i=(x, y). First
suppose (x, z)=i&1, and ( y, z)=1. Then r=%i* 2 , s=%i*%*i&1 , t=%*i&1
2,
u=1. Next suppose (x, z)=i+1 and ( y, z)=1. Then r=% i*
2, s=%i*%*i+1 ,
t=%*i+1
2, u=1. In all other cases r=s=t=u=0. Direct computation
using (1)(3) verifies that r&(q+q&1) s+t=q&(D+2)(qD+q2)2 u in all
cases, so (6) holds. K
Definition 3.4. For any complex number q  [&1, 0, 1], let Uq(sl(2))
denote the associative unital C-algebra generated by X&, X +, Y, and Y&1
subject to the relations
YY&1=Y &1Y=1,
YX&=q2X&Y, YX+=q&2X+Y, X &X+&X +X&=
Y&Y&1
q&q&1
.
(7)
Uq(sl(2)) is called the quantum universal enveloping algebra of sl(2). For
more on Uq(sl(2)), see [12, 13].
Theorem 3.5 [8]. With Notation 3.2, set
X&= :
D&1
i=0
e&1i E i*AE*i+1 , X
+= :
D
i=1
e&1i E i*AE*i&1 , Y= :
D
i=0
qD&2iE i*.
(8)
Then Y is invertible, X&, X+, Y, Y&1 generate T, and (7) holds.
Theorem 3.6. With Notation 3.2, set
X&= :
D&1
i=0
e&1i E iA*Ei+1 , X
+= :
D
i=1
e&1i EiA*Ei&1 , Y= :
D
i=0
qD&2iEi .
(9)
Then Y is invertible, X&, X+, Y, Y&1 generate T, and (7) holds.
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Proof. Observe that Y is invertible since the coefficients of the Ei are
nonzero and that it generates M since these coefficients are distinct.
Observe that F*=0 since ai*=0 (0iD), and that R*=(i ei Ei ) X+
and L*=(i eiEi) X&. Thus A*=R*+F*+L* lies in the algebra generated
by Y, X& and X+. It follows that Y, X&, X+ generate T.
Let b denote a square root of q, and define Q=i bD&2iEi . Note Y=Q2,
X&=(bD&2+b2&D)&1 (Q+Q&1) L*, X+=(bD&2+b2&D)&1 (Q+Q&1) R*.
Observe that
A=:
i
%iEi=:(Q&Q&1), (10)
A*=L*+R*=;(Q+Q&1)&1 (X&+X+), (11)
where :=(bD&2&b&D+2)(b2&b&2), ;=bD&2+b2&D. It is an easy exercice
to show
QX&=b2X&Q, QX +=b&2X+Q. (12)
Using (10), (11) and (12) we compute
AA*=:;(Q&Q&1)(Q+Q&1)&1 (X&+X+)
=:;(Q+Q&1)&1 (QX&&Q&1X&+QX+&Q&1X+) (13)
=:;(Q+Q&1)&1 (b2X&Q&b&2X&Q&1+b&2X+Q&b2X+Q&1),
(14)
A*A=:;(Q+Q&1)&1 (X&+X+)(Q&Q&1)
=:;(Q+Q&1)&1 (X&Q&X&Q&1+X+Q&X+Q&1) (15)
=:;(Q+Q&1)&1 (b&2QX &&b2Q&1X&+b2QX+&b&2Q&1X+).
(16)
Set u=(b2+b&2)(b2&b&2), v=(&2)(b2&b&2), so u+vb2=&1,
u+vb&2=1. Now (13) and (16) give
uAA*+vA*A=:;(Q+Q&1)&1 ((u+vb&2) QX &&(u+vb2) Q&1X&
+(u+vb2) QX +&(u+vb&2) Q&1X+)
=:;(Q+Q&1)&1 (QX &+Q&1X&&QX+&Q&1X +)
=:;(X&&X+). (17)
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Similary, (14) and (15) give
vAA*+uA*A=&:;(Q+Q&1)&1 (X&&X+)(Q+Q&1). (18)
Observe that u=&(b2+b&2) v2. Now using (17), (18) followed by (11)
to expand (6)
;2A=A* \A*A&(b
2+b&2)
2
AA*++\&(b
2+b&2)
2
A*A+AA*+ A*
=
:;
v
(A*(X&&X+)&(Q+Q&1)&1 (X&&X +)(Q+Q&1) A*)
=
:;2
v
(Q+Q&1)&1 ((X &+X+)(X&&X+)&(X&&X+)(X&+X+))
=
2:;2
v
(Q+Q&1)&1 (&X&X++X+X&).
Left-multiplying both sides by (Q+Q&1) and expanding with (10) gives
X&X+&X+X &=(Q2&Q&2)(b2&b&2). (19)
Since Y=Q2, we find that X &, X+, Y, Y&1 satisfy (7) by (12) and (19). K
By [8], the 2-homogeneous bipartite distance-regular graphs are the only
distance-regular graphs with a Uq(sl(2)) structure like that of Theorem 3.5. As
in [8], the matrices X&, X+, Y of both Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 can be slightly
deformed while preserving the Uq(sl(2)) structure.
4. T-MODULES
In this section we describe the simple modules for the Terwilliger
algebra of a 2-homogeneous bipartite distance-regular graph. We first recall
a few facts from [17].
Let 1=(X, E) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter D. Assume
that 1 is Q-polynomial with respect to the ordering E0 , E1 , ..., ED of its
primitive idempotents. Fix x # X, and let E i*=E i*(x) (0iD) be as in
Section 2. Let T denote the Terwilliger algebra of 1 with respect to x. T
is finite-dimensional and semisimple [17], so we may appeal to Wedderburn
theory [9].
Let V=CX denote the set of complex column vectors whose entries are
indexed by X. MatX (C) acts on V by left multiplication, so V is a T-module.
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This action is faithful, so any simple T-module is isomorphic to a simple
T-module contained in V. Henceforth, we shall use the term T-module to
refer only to T-submodules of V. We endow V with the Hermitian inner
product defined by (u, v) =utv for all u, v # V. With respect to this inner
product, nonisomorphic simple T-modules are orthogonal. Furthermore,
V decomposes into an orthogonal direct sum of simple T-modules. Let W
denote a simple T-module. By the multiplicity of W, we mean the number
mult(W) of simple T-modules isomorphic to W in any decomposition of
V into an orthogonal direct sum of simple T-modules. Set S(W)=
[i | E i*W{0] and S*(W)=[i | E iW{0]. The endpoint of W is r=r(W)
=min S(W), and the diameter of W is d=d(W)=|S(W)|&1. The dual-
endpoint of W is r*=r*(W)=min S*(W), and the dual-diameter of W is
d*=d*(W)=|S*(W)|&1. It is known that S(W)=[i | rir+d] and
S*(W)=[i | r*ir*+d*]. W is said to be thin if dim E i*W=1 for all
i # S(W). W is said to be dual-thin if dim EiW=1 for all i # S*(W).
Theorem 4.1. With Notation 3.2, let W denote a simple T-module with
endpoint denoted by r.
(i) 0rwD2x.
(ii) Up to isomorphism, W is the unique simple T-module with
endpoint r.
(iii) W is thin and dual-thin.
(iv) W has dual-endpoint r, diameter D&2r, and dual-diameter D&2r.
(v) W has a basis w0 , w1 , ..., wd (d=D&2r) with action
E*j+rwi=$ ijwi (0 j+rD, 0id ),
Lw0=0, Lwi=b (r)i&1wi&1 (1id ),
Rwi=c (r)i+1wi+1 (0id&1), Rwd=0,
where
c (r)i =ei+r[i], b
(r)
i =ei+r[d&i] (0id ).
(vi) W has a basis w0* , w1* , ..., wd* (d=D&2r) with action
Ej+rwi*=$ijwi* (0 j+rD, 0id ),
L*w0*=0, L*wi*=b (r)i&1w*i&1 (1id ),
R*wi*=c (r)i+1w*i+1 (0id&1), R*wd*=0,
where c (r)i and b
(r)
i are as in (v).
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Proof. (v) Assuming (8), the right-most relation of (7) times E j*
becomes
LRE j*=_ jRLE j*+\j E j* (0 jD), (20)
where _j=ej+1 ej&1 , \j=ejej+1 [D&2j] (0 jD).
Fix any nonzero w # Er*W, and set wi=Riw(c(r)i c
(r)
i&1 } } } c
(r)
1 ) (0iD&r).
Observe that E*j+rwi=$ijwi (0 j+rD, 0iD&r) and that Lw0=0.
Assume by induction that Lwi&1=b (r)i&2 wi&2 . Then applying (20) to wi , we
find by induction that
Lwi =(c (r)i )
&1 LRwi&1=(c (r)i )
&1 (_i+r&1RLwi&1+\i+r&1w i&1)
=(c (r)i )
&1 (_ i+r&1b (r)i&2Rwi&2+\ i+r&1 wi&1)
=(c (r)i )
&1 (_ i+r&1b (r)i&2c
(r)
i&1+\i+r&1) wi&1
=b (r)i&1wi&1 (1iD&r). (21)
Let U=span[wD&2r+1 , ..., wD&r]. Observe that U/W is closed under the
action of E0* , E 1*, ..., E*D , and R by construction and of L by (21) since
b(r)D&2r=0. It follows that U is a proper T-submodule of W since it is
closed under the action of a full set of generators of T. Now U=0 since
W is simple. Now let U$=span[w0 , w1 , ..., wD&2r]. Observe that U$/W is
closed under the action of E0* , E1* , ..., E*D , and R by construction since
wD&2r+1=0, and of L by (21). It follows that U$ is a nonzero submodule
of W, and hence U$=W. Pick j minimal such that wj=0 and 1 j
D&2r+1. Observe that b (r)j&1=0 by (21) and the minimality of j. This
forces j=D&2r+1 since b (r)j&1{0 (1 jD&2r). In the case r=0, this is
still valid at i=D+1 since we may take wD+1=0 and since b (0)D =0. In
any case, w0 , w1 , ..., wD&2r are all nonzero and span W. Furthermore, they
are linearly independent since E*j+rwi=$ ijwi (0i, jD&2r). Thus (v)
holds.
(vi) Similar to (v). Assuming (9), the right-most relation of (7) times Ej
becomes L*R*Ej=_jR*L*Ej+\j Ej (0 jD), where _j and \j are as in
the proof of (v).
(i), (ii) The uniqueness follows from (v) since the action depends only
upon r. Clearly no simple T-module has endpoint r>wD2x since its
diameter satisfies d=D&2r0.
(iii), (iv) It is clear from (v) that W is thin and has diameter D&2r.
Thus W has dimension D&2r+1. Similarly by (vi), W is dual-thin and
has dimension D&2r*+1, where r* denotes the dual-endpoint of W.
Thus r*=r. K
Theorem 4.1 described the action of the simple T-modules in terms of
R, L, E i* (0iD) and in terms of R*, L*, Ei (0iD). The action of A
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and A* is determined using A=R+L, A*=R*+L*, A=Di=0 % iEi ,
A*=Di=0 %i*E i*. Suppose X
&, X+, Y are as in (8). Then the action of
X&, X+, Y on the basis of (v) is determined by X&E i*=e&1i&1LE i*, X
+E i*
=e&1i+1RE i*, YE i*=q
D&2iE i* (0iD). Now suppose X&, X+, Y are as
in (9). Then the action of X&, X +, Y on the basis of (vi) is determined by
X&Ei=e&1i&1L*E i , X
+Ei=e&1i+1 R*Ei , YEi=q
D&2i Ei (0iD).
For the sake of comparaison, we present the following well-known
description of the simple Uq(sl(2))-modules (see [12, 13]). Fix q # C"[0]
which is not a root of unity, and for each integer i, set [i]=(qi&q&i )
(q&q&1)&1. Any finite-dimensional Uq(sl(2))-module is completely reducible,
i.e. it decomposes into a direct sum of simple Uq(sl(2))-modules. Let W be
a finite-dimensional simple Uq(sl(2))-module with dimension n+1. Then
for some = # [1, &1], W has a basis w0 , w1 , ..., wn with action
X&w0=0, X&wj=[n& j+1] wj&1 (1 jn),
X+wj ==[ j+1] wj+1 (0 jn&1), X+wn=0,
Yw j ==qn&2jwj , Y&1wj==q&n+2jwj (0 jn).
For each nonnegative integer n there are exactly 2 non-isomorphic simple
Uq(sl(2))-modules with dimension n+1, corresponding to the two possible
values of =.
Lemma 4.2. Adopt Notation 3.2.
(i) For all r (0rwD2x), there exists, up to isomorphism, a unique
simple T-module with endpoint r and no other simple T-modules.
(ii) For all r (0rwD2x), the simple T module with endpoint r has
multiplicity kr&kr&1 , where k&1 :=0.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1(i) there are no simple T-modules with endpoint
greater than wD2x. By Theorem 4.1(v), the action of T on any simple
T-module depends only upon its endpoint. Thus we need only show that
all possible simple T-modules occur and do so with the appropriate
multiplicity.
Observe that E r*V (0rD) has a basis consisting of the characteristic
vectors of all vertices at distance r from x, so dim E r*V=kr (0rD).
Now fix a decomposition of V into an orthogonal direct sum of simple
T-modules, V=% # 3 W% for some index set 3. Set 3r=[% # 3 | E r*W%
{0] (0rwD2x). By Theorem 4.1(iii), (iv) dim E r*W%=1 (0r
wD2x) for all % # 3r . Thus kr=dim E r*V=|3r | (0rwD2x).
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Observe that 30 indexes the T-modules with endpoint 0 and that |30 |
=k0=1. By Theorem 4.1(iv), 30 31 } } } 3wD2x=3. Now 3r"3r&1
indexes only simple T-modules with endpoint r (1rwD2x), so the
simple T-modules of endpoint r have multiplicity |3r"3r&1 |=kr&kr&1
(1rwD2x). It remains to show that kr&kr&1{0 (1rwD2x).
Suppose kr&kr&1=0 for some r (1rwD2x). Then br&1=cr since
ki=b0b1 } } } bi&1 (c1c2 } } } ci) (0iD). In (1), br&1=cr implies that
q2D&4r+2 = 1. Since q is real and not 1 or &1, this implies that r=
(D+1)2, a contradiction. Thus kr&kr&1>0 (1rwD2x). K
To state our next result we shall use the following notation.
(a; p)n={1(1&a)(1&ap) } } } (1&apn&1)
if n=0,
if n>0,
4.3 \a1 , a2 , a3 , a4b1 , b2 , b3 ; p, x+= :

t=0
(a1 ; p)t (a2 ; p)t (a3 ; p)t (a4 ; p)t
(b1 ; p)t (b2 ; p)t (b3 ; p)t
xt
( p; p)t
.
The 4 .3 is a basic hypergeometric series. The reader is referred to [10]
for a general discussion of basic hypergeometric series. The 4.3 hyper-
geometric series is related to the q-Racah polynomials (see [1, 2]). Leonard
described a relationship between the q-Racah polynomials and Q-polynomial
distance-regular graphs in [14, 15] (see also [3]). This relationship was
extended to the Terwilliger algebra of such a graph in [17]: The following
result is a special case of this phenomenon.
Lemma 4.3. With Notation 3.2, let W denote a simple T-module with
endpoint r. Set d=D&2r. Let w0 , w1 , ..., wd be a basis of W which has the
action of Lemma 4.1(v). Let w0*, w1*, ..., wd* be a basis of W which has the
action of Lemma 4.1(vi).
(i) w0 , w1 , ..., wd are uniquely determined up to multiplying each one
by the same nonzero scalar.
(ii) (wi , wj)=$ij k (r)i &w0&2 (0i, jd ), where k (r)i =b (r)0 b (r)1 } } }
b(r)i&1 (c
(r)
1 c
(r)
2 } } } c
(r)
i ).
(iii) w0*, w1*, ..., wd* are uniquely determined up to multiplying each one
by the same nonzero scalar.
(iv) (wi* , wj*) =$ ijk (r)i &w0*&
2 (0i, jd ), where k (r)i is as in (ii).
(v) For all i (0id )
wi= :
d
j=0
wj*
(wi , wj*)
&wj*&2
, wi*= :
d
j=0
wj
(wi*, wj )
&wj&2
.
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(vi) For all i, j (0i, jd )
(wi , wj*)=k(r)i k
(r)
j 4.3 \ q
&i, qi&d, q&j, q j&d
iq(1&d )2, &iq(1&d )2, q&d
; q, q+ (w0 , w0*),
(22)
where i2=&1.
Proof. (i), (iii): Clear.
(ii): By Lemma 4.1(v), (w i , wj)=(E*r+iwi , E*r+ jwj)=(w i , E*r+iE*r+ jwj)
=$ij &wi&2 (0i, jd). We do not need to compute &w0&2. To compute &wi&2
(1id), observe that by Lemma 4.1(v), c(r)i &wi&
2=(Rwi&1 , wi)=(wi&1 ,
Lwi) =b (r)i&1 &wi&1 &
2. The result follows by induction.
(iv): Similar to (ii).
(v): Elementary linear algebra.
(vi): Define polynomials u0 , u1 , ..., ud # C[*] by u0=1, *ui=c (r)i ui&1
+b (r)i ui+1 . Observe that k
(r)
0 u0(A) w0 . Now fix i (1id) and suppose by
induction that wj=k (r)j uj (A) w0 (0 ji). Then
k (r)i ui (A) w0=k
(r)
i (b
(r)
i&1)
&1 (&c (r)i&1 ui&2(A)+Aui&1(A)) w0
=&
k (r)i
k (r)i&2
c (r)i&1
b (r)i&1
wi&2+
k (r)i
k (r)i&1
1
b (r)i&1
(R+L) wi&1
=wi ,
as desired. A similar argument shows that wi*=k (r)i ui (A*) w0* (0id ).
The ui are the q-Racah polynomials of W: For all i, j (0i, jd )
ui (%r+j )=u j (%r+i )= 4.3 \ q
&i, q i&d, q&j, q j&d
iq (1&d)2, &iq (1&d)2, q&d
; q, q+ . (23)
Note that uj (%r)=1.
We now compute
(wi , wj*)=k (r)i (ui (A) w0 , wj*)=k
(r)
i (w0 , ui (A) wj*)
=k (r)i ui (%r+j )(w0 , wj*) =k
(r)
i ui (%r+j ) k
(r)
j (w0 , uj (A*) w0*)
=k (r)i ui (%r+j ) k
(r)
j (uj (A*) w0 , w0*)
=k (r)i k
(r)
j ui (%r+j) uj (%r*)(w0 , w0*).
The result follows from (23) since %r*=%r . K
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Lemma 4.4. With Notation 3.2, let W denote a simple T-module with
endpoint r. Set d=D&2r. Let w0 , w1 , ..., wd be a basis of W which has the
action of Lemma 4.1(v). Let w0*, w1*, ..., wd* be a basis of W which has the
action of Lemma 4.1(vi).
(i) w0+w1+ } } } +wd=&w0&2 (w0 , w0*) &1 w0*.
(ii) w0*+w1*+ } } } +wd*=&w0*&2 (w0 , w0*) &1 w0 .
(iii) wi=&w0&2 (w0 , w0*) &1 E*r+iw0* (0id ).
(iv) wi*=&w0*&2 (w0 , w0*) &1 Er+iw0 (0id ).
(v) (w0 , w0*) 2=’&1 &w0 &2 &w0*&2, where ’=di=0 k
(r)
i .
Proof. (i) Direct computation shows that c (r)i +b
(r)
i =%r (0id ), so
(A&%rI )(w0+w1+ } } } +wd)=0 by Lemma 4.1(v). Now Er W is the maxi-
mal eigenspace of the restriction A |W associated with eigenvalue %r , so
w0+w1+ } } } +wd # ErW. By Lemma 4.1(vi), Er W is spanned by w0* , so
w0+w1+ } } } +wd=:w0* for some scalar :. Taking the inner product of
this expression with w0 , we find that &w0 &2=: (w0 , w0*). It follows that
(w0 , w0*) {0 and :=&w0&2 (w0 , w0*) &1. The result now follows.
(ii) Similar to (i).
(iii) Apply E*r+i (0id ) to each side of (i).
(iv) Similar to (iii).
(v) Compute the square norm of each side of (i) and evaluate using
Lemma 4.3(ii): (&w0 &2 (w0 , w0*) &1)2 &w0*&2=&w0&2 di=0 k
(r)
i . K
Fix r (0rwD2x) and set d=D&2r. The number k (r)i of Lemma 4.3
is given by
k (r)i =
qi (qd&2i+1)
qd+1 _
d
i & (0id ).
Thus the number ’=’(r) of Lemma 4.4 can be expressed as
’={2q
&n(d&n&1)(&q; q2)2n
q&n(d&n&1)(&1, q2)2n
if d is odd,
if d is even,
where n=wd2x.
5. THE CENTER OF T
In this section we study the center of the Terwilliger algebra T of a 2-homo-
geneous bipartite distance-regular graph. Each of the three sets of generators
presented in Section 3 gives a ‘‘natural’’ generator of the center of T. We
begin by recalling a few facts.
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Let 1=(X, E) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter D which is
Q-polynomial with respect to the ordering E0 , E1 , ..., ED of its primitive
idempotents. Fix x # X, and let T denote the Terwilliger algebra of 1 with
respect to x. Let Z(T) denote the center of T. Z(T) is a commutative
semisimple subalgebra of MatX (C), so it has a basis .* (* # 4) of primitive
idempotents, called the primitive central idempotents of T. Observe that
T=* # 4 .*T (orthogonal direct sum). Let W denote a simple T-module.
There exists a unique primitive central idempotent .* such that .* W{0.
This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between primitive central
idempotents and isomorphism classes of simple T-modules. The sub-
algebra .* T is isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra EndC(W), and
hence is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra over C. In particular, dim .*T
=(dim W)2. Furthermore, for all simple T-modules W and all z # Z(T)
there exists a scalar :=:W (z) such that for all w # W, zw=:w.
Adopt Notation 3.2. In light of Theorem 4.1, we may index the primitive
central idempotents such that for all i (0iwD2x), .i denotes the
primitive central idempotents of T corresponding to the simple T-modules of
endpoint i. We adopt this convention for the rest of the section.
Lemma 5.1. Adopt Notation 3.2. Let
Z=[2](A2A* 2+A* 2A2)&([2]2+2)(AA*AA*+A*AA*A)
+2[2](A*A2A*+AA* 2A).
(i) The center of T is generated by Z.
(ii) Z= :
wD2x
i=0
2(qD+q2)4 (qD&q2i )(qD&q2i&2)
q3D+2i+3(q&q&1)2
.i .
Proof. (i) Fix i (0iD). Observe that ZE i*=(E*i&2+E i*+E*i+2) ZE i*
since every term of Z contains exactly two factors of A. We compute
E*i&2ZEi*=([2]((%i*)2+(%*i&2)2)&([2]2+2)(%*i&1%i*+%*i&2%*i&1)
+2[2](%*i&2%i*+(%*i&1)2)) LLEi*.
The coefficient of LLE i* can be shown to be zero by direct computation
using (3). Similarly E*i+2 ZE i*=0 since [2]((% i*)
2+(%*i+2)
2)&([2]2+2)
(%*i+1%i*+%*i+2%*i+1)+2[2](%*i+2 %i*+(%*i+1)
2)=0. Thus E i* commutes
with Z. Since this expression for Z is symmetric in A and A* and %j=%j*
for all j, the same argument shows that Ei commutes with Z. Hence Z is
central since it commutes with the generators of T. Recall that q is real
and not 0, 1, or &1, so the coefficients on the right side of (ii) are distinct.
Thus, to show that Z generates Z(T), it suffices to prove (ii).
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(ii) Fix r (0rwD2x), and let W denote a simple T-module of
endpoint r. Fix any nonzero w # E r*W. It is enough to compute the action
of Z on w since Z # Z(T). Note that Zw=E r*ZE r*w by the proof of (i),
and that Lw=0 by the choice of w. Now using A=R+L and Theorem 4.1
we compute
Zw=(2[2](%r*)2&2([2]2+2)(%*r+1%r*)+2[2]((%r*)2+(%*r+1)2)) LRw
=2q&3D&2i&3(qD+q2)4 (qD&q2i )(qD&q2i&2)(q&q&1)&2 w. K
The center of Uq(sl(2)) is generated by a single element, Cq=X +X&+
(q&q&1)&2 (qY+q&1Y&1), called the quantum Casimir element (see [13,
Section VI.4]).
Lemma 5.2. Adopt Notation 3.2.
(i) The expression
X+X&+(q&q&1)&2 (qY+q&1Y&1) (24)
with X&, X+, and Y as in (8) is equal to this expression with X&, X+, and
Y as in (9). Write CT to denote this common value.
(ii) Let CT be as in (i). Then CT generates the center of T.
(iii) Let CT be as in (i). Then
CT= :
wD2x
i=0
qD&2i+1+q&D+2i&1
(q&q&1)2
.i .
Proof. Let C denote (24) with X&, X+, and Y as in (8). To see that
C # Z(T), use (7) to verify that C commutes with the generators of T (or
observe that it is the homomorphic image of a central element of Uq(sl(2))).
Fix r (0rwD2x). Let W denote a simple T-module of endpoint r.
Fix any nonzero w # E r*W. To compute the action of C on W, it is enough
to compute the action of C on w. By Theorem 4.1
Cw=((qY+q&1Y&1)(q&q&1)2)w
=((qD&2r+1+q&D+2r&1)(q&q&1)2)w.
Thus C equals the right side of (iii). Recall that q is real and not 0, 1, or &1,
so the coefficients in this expression are distinct. Thus, C generates Z(T).
Let C$ denote (24) with X&, X+, and Y as in (9). Arguing as above, we
find that C$ is also given by the right side of (iii), so the result follows. K
Lemma 5.3. With Notation 3.2, dim T=(D+1)(D+2)(D+3)6 and
dim Z(T)=wD2x+1.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.1, there exists a simple T-module of endpoint r
if and only if 0rwD2x, and this case the simple T-module has dimen-
sion D&2r+1. Thus dim T = wD2xr=0 dim .rT = 
wD2x
r=0 (D&2r+1)
2=
(D+1)(D+2)(D+3)6. Recall that the primitive central idempotents of T
form a basis for Z(T), and that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the primitive central idempotents of T and the isomorphism
classes of simple T-modules. Thus dim Z(T)=wD2x+1. K
The diameter of 1 is 3, 4, or 5 (see [16, Theorem 1.2]), so dim T is 20,
35, or 56 and dim Z(T) is 2, 3, or 3, respectively.
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